Abstract-A regular crypto
INTRODUCTION
We call a completely regular semigroup S a normal (regular) cryptogroup if H is a congruence and H S is a normal (regular) band. The structure of normal cryptogroup has been described by Petrich and Reilly [7] in 1999. They proved that a completely regular semigroup is a normal cryptogroup if and only if it is a strong semilattice of completely simple semigroups.
In [4] , Kong and Shum characterize the theorem of regular cyber groups, which generalize the characterization theorems on the completely regular semigroups to the supper abundant semigroups. In our paper will further generalize the characterization theorems on the superabundant semigroups to the ) (l H -abundant semigroups. In our paper, we will define regular crypto ) (l H -abundant semigroups and give some characteristics of regular crypto ) (l H -abundant semigroups. In section 2, we give some concepts related with ) (l H -abundant semigroups and ) (lGreen's relations. In section 3, we will give the main result on ) (l H -abundant semigroups.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Suppose that ) (S T is the set of all transformations on S .
For every
, Kerf denote the kernel of f and f Im denote the image of f : 
A semigroup S is an right principal projective semigroup, if all of its principal right ideals 1 aS are projective (see [2] and [3] ). It was prove in [3] that a semigroup S is right principal projective, if and only if, for any S a ∈ , the set
is nonempty. The concept of left principal projective semigroups is the left-right dual of right principal projective semigroups. A semigroup is said to be abundant [2] , if it is both right principal projective and leftprincipal projective.
Obviously, [3] . A series of studies have shown that * -Green relations are very important in the abundant semigroups. This paper will apply ) (l -Green relations to study rpp semigroups.
Lemma2.1.[8]
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If S be a semigroup. Then we have:
(a). 
